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Books have been burned; 
men are shaving their legs; 
four temporary marriages remain unconsumated; 
occasionally, late at night, The Wiffenpoof Song is heard; 
money changes hands; 
three people moved out and commute to class, one from Nebraska; 
there is unrequited love; 
in an empty room a nest of trained ants translates French periodicals; 
someone among us is bald and wears wigs; 
on weekends people owning cars knock on strange doors in Los Angeles, 
   seeking refuge; 
a small, dedicated group works to perfect a secret handshake; 
mice move inside the hollow walls; 
at sunrise natives of the South meet and talk about fast cars; 
sounds of typing inspire fear and anxiety; 
not one pizza has been eaten in the dorm; 
everyone laughs at jokes told in foreign languages; 
at breakfast, men with sunglasses describe unspeakable dreams; 
at lunch, 
women in small groups discuss Lacan; 
at dinner, men and women, all fully clothed, confront each other over 
   the silverware; 
Sunday mornings are strangely silent, yet no one speaks of God; 
the date for the Humanities Building raffle approaches; 
no attempted suicides have been made public yet; 
a petition to outlaw discourse is circulating; 
one group awaits announcements of an enormous hoax; 
someone is writing an exposé for an East Coast journal; 
voices of long-past lectures speak in certain rooms; 
we all fear admitting we still don't know everyone's name; 
anonymous messages appear at regular intervals; 
tall women fall downstairs; 
there is not one ventriloquist amongst us; 
an old man with a lantern by-passed the dorm last week; 
more conspiracies than fallacies have been identified; 
we still hear muffled laughter from below; 
there is so little sleepwalking; 
all our questions remain unanswered: 



is there language before silence? 
can we mean what we say? 
when will the food riot occur? 
why were we chosen? 
should we shave our heads? 
1s the end in sight? 
must we go on? 

we can't go on; 
we will go on. 


